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IT estate management with
baramundi and 3Gi
Publisher baramundi software AG

With over hundreds of endpoints to manage, the financial recruiter sought a solution to provide the most efficient IT
infrastructure management and support

baramundi software AG – the leading provider of endpoint
management solutions - together with Managed Service Provider
3Gi Technology Ltd - today announced that Goodman Masson
has implemented the baramundi Management Suite to help
improve processing speed, security and ease endpoint updates.
The project pivoted around the deployment of several baramundi
Management Suite module components, including OS-Install,
Deploy, Inventory, Managed Software and Compliance Management.
Goodman Masson is one of UK’s leading financial recruiters, with
over 150 workers across both London and Dusseldorf. Goodman
Masson had to maintain a large number of computers, laptops,
tablets, surface devices and servers with no method of patching
machines, upgrading systems, or installing fixes from Microsoft.
Having briefly considered internal enterprise solutions, the
organization instead turned to 3Gi to overhaul its IT infrastructure,
with a view to streamlining management operations, reducing
costs and providing a better service to its staff.
“Before taking on 3Gi and baramundi, we were suffering from
slow desktops, lengthy patching processes and complicated
deployment,” noted Luke Kibble, second line IT support at Goodman
Masson. “We turned to 3Gi, our existing infrastructure consultant,
and the advice was to test baramundi for a month ahead of
implementing a year ago. The decision to choose baramundi’s
Management Suite ended up saving us both time and effort by
giving us better visibility and control over the network, regardless
of the device build, level of patching or current location. Now we
can push out all software, even down to mobile phones.”
3Gi recommended a number of components from the baramundi
Management Suite to provide the level of automation needed to
meet the highest security standards, and create an ideal environment for IT administrators to manage the entire landscape from
a single, centralised location. The new support allows Goodman
Masson to deploy devices to new employees without experiencing
onboarding issues and inefficiencies, as well as markedly
improving staff performance.
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“We’re very pleased to be a central component of Goodman
Masson’s IT infrastructure, helping to provide recruiters in the UK
and Germany with a reliable and secure endpoint management
solution,” said Sean Herbert, Country Manager, baramundi software
UK. “By being able to manage and oversee the entire business’
IT estate, administrators can now effectively address issues as
they arise, manage application vulnerabilities and make savings
by identifying third party licenses that are going unused. We’re
thrilled to continue to be one of 3Gi’s trusted partners, and look
forward to working together going forward.”
“We have worked with Goodman Masson for five years and knew
that speed and security were the primary drivers behind this
overhaul,” commented Jonathan Collins, Associate Director, at
3Gi. “In addition, easy deployment, better oversight and ensuring
IT governance were of great importance. Through baramundi,
Goodman Masson can quickly and simply update software on
an ongoing basis.”

Full list of modules deployed for the project included:
•
•
•
•
•

baramundi OS-Install
baramundi Deploy
baramundi Inventory
baramundi Managed Software
baramundi Compliance Management

For more information on Gi please visit http://bit.ly/2feABDT.
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Company profile of our partner 3Gi
3Gi Technology is a global IT Managed Service Provider (MSP) offering enterprise level IT
Professional Services to numerous companies all over the world. We use the experience
and commercial buoyancy our blue chip pedigree gives us to ensure that your infrastructure
is engineered as if you had your own personal team of Architects, Infrastructure
Consultants, Project Directors and Service Delivery Managers.
Our mission is to deliver infrastructure stability, performance and business and continuity
across your technology landscape. All packaged together with a commercial model that
puts all the power directly into the hands of the client, without conflicts of interest that
come from ’profit-lead advice’. We believe in a complete open book pricing model, we
want you to know the advice we give is in the best interest of your business and not what
makes us profit.

Company profile baramundi
baramundi provides companies and organizations with efficient, secure, and cross-platform management of their workstation environments. Around the world, over 2,500 customers of all sizes and from every sector benefit from the German manufacturer‘s many years of
experience and outstanding products.
baramundi sees itself as a leading innovator in the field of endpoint management, and has developed and established pioneering technologies.
During the development of baramundi products, the focus is on the application of cutting-edge technologies, high levels of reliability and
usability, and of course on our customers‘ needs. Our objective is always to find and implement the best-possible solution. baramundi has
achieved consistent high rates of growth in recent years.
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